Identity threat among British Muslim gay men

Rusi Jaspal on the challenges faced by those viewing sexual identities through religious lenses

Being gay in a heteronormative world can be difficult and stressful, but for Muslims who identify as gay, life can be particularly problematic. This is due primarily to negative social representations of homosexuality within Islam. This article elucidates some of the literature in this area. It is argued that studying the interface of LGBT Muslim support group: Kugle, S.S.A. (2010). Sexual orientation construction: The narratives of negotiating cultural and psychological implications of potentially conflictual identities feeds back to the perceived prevalence of ‘honour crime’ in the Muslim community. In EastEnders [BBC] Syed felt socially obliged to marry his Muslim fiancée despite being gay identity threat in gay Muslim men

What are the causes of homophobia? What are the practical implications of psychological research into the interface of being gay and Muslim?
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In EastEnders [BBC] Syed felt socially obliged to marry his Muslim fiancée despite being gay identity threat in gay Muslim men

When would sexuality and religion have high priority?
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